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1. Executive Summary

H

eld under the theme ‘Managing R&D During Difficult Times: Creating Global Competitiveness’, the third GPCA Research
& Innovation Summit focused on how global and regional chemical leaders work towards achieving and maintaining
competitiveness.

The list of distinguished speakers attracted 156 delegates from no less than 34 countries who gained insight into what their
organization could do to increase global competitiveness amongst international players and how to overcome the setbacks they
could encounter along the way.
The conference program was divided into five sessions, which covered:
Session 1: The strategic role of R&D in the petrochemical industry
Session 2: Investing in increasing global competitiveness: A long term journey
Session3: How do global leaders achieve and maintain global competitiveness?
Session 4: How to make R&D strategy and innovation work together to achieve global competitiveness?
Session 5: Other dimensions of global competitiveness
In addition, the program entailed a workshop on “Intellectual Property” facilitated by experts from member companies SABIC and
Borouge.
During two days, delegates learned that although there are challenges associated with a low oil price environment, chemical
companies could use the current headwinds as an opportunity to evolve and should continue to invest in developing their research
capabilities.Speakers highlighted the importance of having a clear innovation strategy in place and mentioned the unforeseen
opportunities associated with uncertain times. This post-conference report summarizes the main take aways from these
discussions.
During the Summit, GPCA launched the report ‘Unlocking Open Innovation in the GCC Chemical Industry’. The report is based on
a survey amongst GPCA member companies and measures perceptions, challenges and opportunities in fostering Open Innovation
in the chemical industry in the region. Results of the survey show that the clear majority of the GPCA member companies surveyed
support Open Innovation and practices it. The report is available on the conference website. Videos released during the Summit can
also be found on the website.
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2. Introduction

D

ifficult times we live in indeed – so managing Research

His secret:

& Development (R&D) is a tall order!

What does it take to make great inventions, create profitable
innovations? In other words, manage R&D successfully, even in
difficult times?
Just hard work will not do. Knowledge, processes, resources –
not enough! Do we need some magic? Or just plain luck?
Recall Louis Pasteur, the famous inventor and innovator. He
invented the first vaccines against rabies and anthrax, but
also created a process to keep milk fresh longer by stopping
bacterial contamination, a process now called pasteurization.

“FORTUNE FAVOURS
THE PREPARED MIND”
The two days of the 3rd edition of the GPCA Research & Innovation
(R&I) Summit provided opportunities for participants to prepare their
mind and become more acquainted with best practices that pave
the way to innovation.
The 3rd GPCA R&I Summit focused on how global leaders work
towards achieving and maintaining competitiveness through R&I.
Participants gained insight into what organizations are doing to
increase global competitiveness amongst international players and
how to overcome the setbacks they face along the way.
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3. The 3rd GPCA Research & Innovation
Summit in numbers

8

2

156

15

17

30

DAYS

ATTENDEES

COUNTRIES

SPEAKERS

ACADEMICS
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4. Speakers

T

he two day summit provided a premier platform to discuss the role of Research and Innovation in providing new solutions for
global mega trends, the most recent chemical industry innovations, trends and concerns, practical challenges encountered and the
solutions adopted in the field of chemical industry R&I. Headline speakers included:

Dr. Moayyed I.
Al-Qurtas

Peter Spitz

Dr. Tom M. Connelly

Awadh Al-Maker

Dr. Alexa A. Dembek

Michaël Kolk

Dr. Gernot Klotz

Dr. Trevor J. Hutley

Dr. Rebecca Somers

Jasper Roos

Patrick Rooney

Dr. Sulaiman
Al-Khattaf

Kareemuddin Shaik

Dr. Alexander Dick

Sriharsha Pappu

Heidi Adler

Michael Willis
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5. Moderators

THANK YOU TO THE SUMMIT
MODERATORS INCLUDING:

Dr. Joachim von Heimburg

Dr. Michael Pell

Dr. Mabrouk Ouederni

10
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Dr. Medhat Tannous

Dr. Saeed Al-Zahrani

6. Sponsors

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
AND EXHIBITORS INCLUDING:
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7. IP Workshop

Heidi Adler, IPR Manager, Borouge and Michael Willis,
Senior IP Counsel, MEA, IP Dept., Legal Affairs, SABIC,
led a workshop on IP Awareness ahead of this year’s R&I
Summit. A key challenge for the GCC, as identified by
GPCA, is the lack of awareness on Intellectual Property
(IP) rights and procedures. Building on their collective
expertise, the two speakers introduced the different types
of IP while highlighting the importance of IP for regional
chemical producers. Attended by researchers, marketers,
business development experts and academia, the workshop
presented patenting processes, both regional and global. It
also showcased how companies can effectively manage an
IP portfolio and manage risks associated with it.
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8. Takeaways from Day 1

Dr. Moayyed Al-Qurtas, Chairman of

Breakthrough innovation needs vision, experimentation and wise

the R&I Committee, GPCA, opened the

investments.

session with a review on the role R&I
played in the industrial development of

The three essentials of innovation are market relevance, technology

the GCC and the petrochemical industry.

uniqueness and execution. They need to work together for the

He reviewed how R&D competence grew

innovation to succeed. Inadequate market knowledge is the #1

in the Arabian Gulf region. He reminded

failure mode. Hard times are good for innovation. Scarcity is a

the audience that innovation is a culture,

good motivator! Innovation outcome is always uncertain and

not a department.

sometimes messy, but the innovation process must be structured
and disciplined.

Peter Spitz, Senior Adviser, A.D.
Little and Founder, ChemSystems,

Michael Kolk, Partner at ADL, talked

shared his views on Petrochemical

about Innovation: A Long Term

Process Development: Breakthrough

Perspective. Across many industries

and Reflections. He took us on a tour-

and in the long run, R&D investment

d’horizon from wood to ethylene to

delivers the highest return-on-investment

nylon/polyethylene and beyond. R&D is

(ROI) for the stockholder compared

driving the chemical industry worldwide

to any other investments companies

in three aspects: new materials, cost and

typically make. But one must be patient:

scale. Success is sweet, but failures are

innovation is risky and complex and

important to make progress. The risk to introduce new technology

therefore it takes a long time to deliver returns, typically over

in petro-chemistry has increased significantly because of size/cost

five years. Erratic innovation management and governance is

of assets required and the optimization of current product units.

what is keeping back many companies in search for longer term

He reminded us that the appetite for risk by the industry, high from

growth. Top management support, well working cross-functional

1960-1980s, has now dried up and business cycles have a big

relationships and fast decision making are the key ingredients for

impact on the ability of industry to take risks.

innovating successfully.

Tom Connelly, CEO of the American

Michael reminded us that “If you plant a seed, do not dig it up every

Chemical Society (ACS) and former

day to see if it is growing.” This is not implying that R&I should be

CTO of DuPont, talked about The

left unattended: winning chemical companies carefully plot and

Innovation Process - from Discovery

execute their innovation strategy and bet their money on those

to Application. He reminded us that

opportunities that fit them most and that are here to stay.

innovation is a business process, not
a R&D process. There are three types
of innovation: disruptive, sustaining
and efficiency driven. They pose
different challenges and require
different processes and organizations. Selecting the right balance
in an innovation portfolio is a key strategy choice for a company.
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Gernot Klotz, former Executive

Successful innovative companies are particularly good at defining

Director, CEFIC & President, European

the “what” (aspiration) and the “how” (trust) of innovation.

Platform Knowledge for Innovation
(K4I), familiarized us with a European

Alexa Dembek, Director of Science &

Perspective on Innovation. Because

Innovation, DuPont described How

Europe is leading in science and

DuPont creates Global Competitiveness

inventions, but not on innovation, the

through World Class R&D. Innovation

current focus of the European Union

at DuPont is based on science and a

(EU) is on creating good innovation

good market understanding to identify

policies. Acceptance of innovations is

the relevant business context. Disruptive

critical for its market success – so big innovations need to create

innovations do not necessarily take a

societal value too.The new approach being adopted by the EU

long time, in particular if based on open

focuses on integration and collaborations across the value chains,

innovation approaches.

innovation chains and industrial chains. Gernot reminded us that
innovation is about mind-sets and structural change.

At Dinner Jaspar Roos, Chief
Inspiration Officer and Innovator at

Trevor Hutley, Industry Consultant,

XL family, former Chief Inspiration

Arrabon Technologies, reviewed the

Officer, ABN AMRO Bank, painted the

Development of Global R&D Funding

role humour should and can play in

over Time. R&D is on the rise: From

innovation, stimulating the ‘right’ side of

2006 to 2016 R&D funding globally

the brain. Who says innovation cannot

grew from $1 trillion to $2 trillion. The

be fun?

number of researchers globally rose
from 2007 to 2013 by 21%+ to now
nearly 8 million. R&D investment is
moving to Asia, notably to China and India. Spending more is not
a recipe for success: How you spend your R&D budget is more
important than how much you actually spend.
Rebecca Somers, Expert Associate
Principal at McKinsey & Company,
explained to us the McKinsey view on
the The Eight Essentials of Innovation.
Indeed, more innovation drives growth.
Innovation is needed to deal with
the increased pace of business, the
increasing digitization and for the
emerging countries to move up the
value chain.
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9. Takeaways from Day 2

Awadh Al-Maker, EVP Technology

Patrick Rooney, Manager Chemical

& Innovation, SABIC, reviewed

Business Strategy & Development,

innovation at SABIC: Innovation

Saudi Aramco, talked about Managing

that Matters. He emphasized that

Innovation through the Business

innovation and invention, though often

Cycle. The dilemma: Economic

used synonymously, are not the same.

cycles drive demand for chemicals,

Invention turns money into knowledge,

but are impossible to predict. So the

innovation turns knowledge into money.

petrochemicals industry has to live with

There are four dimensions that are

cyclic profitability.

critical for successful innovation: Why,
what, how, and when to innovate.

However, innovation can also drive economic trends like the shift
to plastic packaging. Today, 34% of all packaging material is made

»»The Why is based on the need to deal with the macroeconomic

of plastics. In an economic downturn offering products which are

challenges, increased pace of business, growing digitization and

differentiating themselves from commodities is key to minimize or

SABIC’s strategy to move up the value chain.

even avoid profit hurts.

»»The What needs to be driven by the business strategy and
the goal to create an innovation portfolio, which can win in the
market place. In the petrochemical industry, focus areas for
innovation are feedstock, process development, and market
development for petrochemicals.
»»The How is anchored in the organization and company culture.

Saudi Aramco believes in technology as a basis for product
differentiation. It pursues it via expanding R&D, strategic venturing,
and investing in infrastructure. Saudi Aramco puts their money
where their mouth is: In the last couple of years they invested
heavily in two SMEs with new technology (Novomer, Siluria) and
opened ten R&D centres globally in the last three years.

Innovation is an investment not a cost and it is everybody’s
job. Employees need to develop a sense of ownership, taking

Key insights on innovation:

risk and accepting setbacks. Failures need to be expected and
accepted as a source of learning.
»»When? Always! 					
Innovation needs to start at the top and requires the top to
measure the results. Defining the right KPI is a key challenge,
but is essential to derive more value from research and
innovation.

»»Human resources are critical for success and for long term
benefits.
»»Innovation is a team- as well as a contact-sport.
»»Opportunities appear as fast as they disappear. Remain agile.
»»Maintain course, even in a storm. You may change tactics but
not direction or strategy.
Sulaiman Al Khattaf, Director, Center
for Refining & Petrochemicals, KFUPM,
reviewed the Academia-Industry
Interfaces and Collaboration. Academia
in the Arabian Gulf region are broadening
their activities to include innovation
beyond research. They are practicing

16
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this by collaborating with the regional industry. In order to work
there has to be a win-win for industry and academia without giving
up their respective unique approaches and identities. Tension
often shows up in the area of freedom-to-publish for academia vs.
interest in confidentiality by industry.
The most important fields of collaboration are olefins and aromatics
research and cracking processes aimed at optimally leveraging the
Arabian Gulf region’s rich naphtha reserves.
Kareemuddin Shaik, Saudi Aramco
Research and Development Center
Dhahran, presented a case study
on the Development of Superbutol.
Come 2040, liquid fuel from crude will
continue to be the dominant energy for
transport. Therefore, there continues to
be a strong demand for affordable and
easy-to-process anti-knock additives.
This project achieved to use C4 olefin
derivatives to be added to gasoline as an anti-knock ingredient
without introducing negatives effects on fuel vapour pressure. This
enables better use of the cost effective C4-stream.
Alexander Dick, European Patent
and Trademark Attorney @ Herzog,
Fiesser & Partner, talked about IP as
a Strategic Asset. Herzog, Fiesser &
Partner developed, together with the
Swiss Patent office, a new approach to
establish Freedom-to-Operate (FTO).
The IP aspects gets considered in the
early phase of R&D work by establishing
and using a patent landscape already
during the R&D technology scouting phase and then by refining it

Sriharsha Pappu, Head of Chemicals
Equity Research, Asia and CEEMA,
HSBC looked at R&D from a Banking
Perspective – Creating Value in the
Company. The current growth model
of the GCC petrochemical industry is
based on cost advantageous feedstock,
which is reaching its limits because of
constrained regional supply, slowing
growth in China and the increasing
impact of shale gas. As a result, market growth alone is not able
to safeguard returns on capital at the current level. Innovation,
along with its related increase in product value and profit margins,
is needed to deliver attractive return-on-investment and related
company valuation, particularly in a downstream world.
Monsanto presents a text book case how this was achieved through
continuous and increasing R&D investments over several years in
spite of current business not delivering acceptable returns.
In his closing address, Dr. Abdulwahab
Al-Sadoun, Secretary General, GPCA,
passed in review the conference,
thanking sponsors, presenters and all
contributors. He presented some hotof-the-press results from a recent GPCA
study on the use of Open Innovation (OI)
in the GCC petrochemical industry. This
survey amongst 25 leaders and CEOs
from the GPCA full member companies
raised 17 questions covering: business strategy, type of OI
activities, drivers to adopt OI, benefits of OI, hurdles and mitigation
strategies, and behavioural competences. The results of the survey
have been published in a report released during the summit. To sum
it up in one line: OI is on the rise among GPCA companies helping
them to identify new and additional business opportunities.

as the project moves forward. This identifies potential FTO issues
much earlier which allows managing them faster and more cost
effectively, while also helping to focus R&D spending.
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10. Publications launched during the
Summit

••Drivers to adopt OI
••Benefits
••Hurdles and mitigation strategies
••Behavioral competencies
The report can be downloaded from the GPCA online library:
www.gpca.org.ae/library/publications
The Insight March edition dedicated to the fourth R&I Summit:
»»Lead story: Research and development has key role in
competitiveness
»»Op-ed by Dr Abdulwahab Al-Sadoun, Secretary General, GPCA
Survey on the state of OPEN INNOVATION in the GCC

on Buying into Open Innovation
»»Interview with Dr Moayyed Al-Qurtas, Chairman GPCA Research

petrochemical industry

Committee, Culture of innovation must be all-pervasive
»»Survey prepared in Dec. 2015

»»Interview with Peter Spitz, Senior Adviser, A.D. Little and

»»Shared with Research & Innovation leaders and CEOs from
GPCA Full Member companies

Founder, ChemSystems, Insight on innovation
»»Interview with Borouge, Innovation Centre delivers

»»17 Questions, covering:
••Business strategy
••Types of OI activities

COMPANIES PARTICIPATING
IN THE SURVEY
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11. Student engagement

13

academics

5

academics

5

academics

4

academics

3

academics
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12. The Summit online

C

ontinue to visit the new GPCA Research & Innovation
website for updates on next year’s conference and news
articles on innovation: www.gpcaresearch.com

Videos with highlights of the conference, interviews with the speakers and of course the curtain raiser video are also available on the
GPCA R&I website: www.gpcaresearch.com/multimedia-center

Curtain raiser video
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Summit highlights

Speaker interviews

13. Social media

L

2015

2016

C

Followers

972

1,732

New followers gained during the event

28

GPCA #GPCAResearch tweets

2015

2016

Page likes

1,634

2,159

23

New likes during the event

8

19

35

47

Posts

7

13

Retweets by GPCA

24

13

GPCA tweets retweeted

15

25

2015

2016

Favorites

35

20

Mentions

11

15

Total followers

5,486

10,584

Other #GPCAResearch tweets

8

15

New followers gained during the event

46

30

Updates

6

14

Twitter

F

Facebook

LinkedIn
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14. The GPCA R&I Summit in the news
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15. Why attend the 4th GPCA R&I Summit?
7-9 March 2017, Dubai, UAE

TOP 5 REASONS TO ATTEND
MEET

ENLARGE

petrochemical and chemical
producers, researchers and
academics

your business network during the
networking breaks

HEAR

CAPITALIZE

from CEO’s and other opinion leaders
on R & I investment

on two days of invaluable content and
networking

OBTAIN
market intelligence by attending the
Summit seminars
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The Gulf Petrochemicals and Chemicals Association (GPCA) represents the downstream hydrocarbon industry
in the Arabian Gulf. Established in 2006, the association voices the common interests of more than 250 member
companies from the chemical and allied industries, accounting for over 95% of chemical output in the Gulf region.
The industry makes up the second largest manufacturing sector in the region, producing up to $US 108 billion
worth of products a year.
The association supports the region’s petrochemical and chemical industry through advocacy, networking
and thought leadership initiatives that help member companies to connect, to share and advance knowledge,
to contribute to international dialogue, and to become prime influencers in shaping the future of the global
petrochemicals industry.
Committed to providing a regional platform for stakeholders from across the industry, the GPCA manages six
working committees - Plastics, Supply Chain, Fertilizers, International Trade, Research and Innovation and
Responsible Care - and organizes six world-class events each year. The association also publishes an annual
report, regular newsletters and reports.
For more information, please visit www.gpca.org.ae

Gulf Petrochemicals & Chemicals Association (GPCA)
PO Box 123055
1601, 1602
Vision Tower, Business Bay
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
T +971 4 451 0666
F +971 4 451 0777
Email: info@gpca.org.ae

